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Conclusion:

Online Jewelry Auction is a new system that we will developed it from

manual system to computer system. In our system we will get the advantages

of computer system to reduce the hard working and save the time. Also, it

produces better result than manual system. It is also a fashion accessory for

women. Jewellery or jewelry consists of small decorative items worn for

personal adornment, such as rings, necklaces, earrings, and bracelets. Our

group has proposed the department keeping system using PHP, MYSQL,

HTML, NOTPAD may be used to design the interface of the system.

Our project is designed to make the life easy for jewelry customers. Now it will be very efficient the selling and buying process. Finally, our project is very easy to

use and very helpful.by the end of the first year we expect to have thousands of people using our website. We recommended the customer to call us by number

phone or fax if they want any thing . The purpose of the website to make the life easy for buy jewelry . This will help us to develop the website furthermore , also

we recommended from Jewelry companies to provide more information for their products.

The aim of the project is to design a website which show and sell the Jewelry.

This website will include pictures which will introduce the Jewelry for the

customer. Also, the prices and numbers for further communication will be

included. Jewellery or jewelry consists of small decorative items worn for

personal adornment, such as rings, necklaces, earrings, and bracelets.

Jewelry may be attached to the body or the clothes, and the term is

restricted to durable ornaments, excluding flowers for example. For many

centuries metal, often combined with gemstones, has been the normal

material for jewellery, but other materials such as shells and other plant

materials may be used. It is one of the oldest type of archaeological artefact –

with 100,000-year-old beads made from Nassarius shells thought to be the

oldest known jewelry. The basic forms of jewelry vary between cultures but

are often extremely long-lived; in European cultures the most common forms

of jewelry listed above have persisted since ancient times, while other forms

such as adornments for the nose or ankle, important in other cultures, are

much less common. Historically, the most widespread influence on jewelry in

terms of design and style have come from Asia.


